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Real-time system information and reporting

Reduce energy spend
with intelligent insights

Clearly understand and
apply system benefits

Share results across
your organization

Provides real-time and historical
data for solar production, storage
system operation, facility consumption
and net utility load, enabling actionable
energy analysis at your system, site
and portfolio level.

Transforms complex data sets into
simple visualizations, making it
easier than ever to monitor system
performance, identify patterns
and apply those learnings across
your organization.

Easily share clean energy generation
and carbon offset data with customers,
employees and key stakeholders
through educational and visually
appealing displays in offices, lobbies
and other public spaces.

sunpower.com/commercial-solar

Easily integrates across your SunPower® systems
SunPower’s powerful EnergyLink® monitoring platform provides detailed energy insights across all of your solar
installations—rooftop, carport and ground—along with easy monitoring of grid consumption savings in conjunction
with SunPower® Helix™ Storage.
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Energy monitoring dashboard
•V
 iew real-time and historical solar production, storage system operation,
facility consumption and net utility load data
•A
 ssess data streams over any time period—including as small as five
minutes—at the system, site and portfolio level
•S
 et operating schedules and real-time alerts to ensure systems are
performing as planned

Demand savings report for storage systems
•R
 eceive critical information in an easy-to-read format, delivered directly
to your inbox every month
•V
 iew metered data and utility tariff models in a detailed analysis of
combined solar and storage savings

Public and stakeholder views
•H
 ighlight site-level snapshots and educational infographics of system
performance with organization stakeholders
•S
 hare branded system reports, seamlessly updated in real-time via
smart TVs and computer displays
• Inspire customers and employees with a visually appealing display of
your sustainability efforts
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